Appendix 1
Filmography

This Filmography lists all Mingxing feature films (including shorts) in alphabetical order. Titles are given in pinyin, Chinese characters and English translations. Names of crew and cast members are given in Chinese characters. The major source for this filmography includes Mingxing yingpian gufen youxian gongsi yingyebu pianwu ke zhuri cunpian baogao dan 明星影片股份有限公司營業部片務科逐日存片報告單 (An inventory of film releases kept by the Film Unit of the Marketing Division of the Mingxing Motion Picture Company, SMA, Q55-2-1371, p. 31) and Fazhan shi. Places and dates of the premieres of particular films are based on theater advertisements in XWB and SB. Films only available at the China Film Archive (Zhongguo dianying ziliao guan 中國電影資料館) are marked with *; films available as VCDs or DVDs are marked with **. Sound films are noted as “sound;” otherwise they are silent. Films labeled in standard histories as Butterfly, Left-wing, or Right-wing are marked with BF, LW, or RW.1

Abbreviations and major movie theaters in Shanghai are given below:

Ass. Dir = assistant director
Dir = director
Ph = photographer
r = reel
Scr = Screenwriter

The Apollo Theatre 愛普廬影戲院: 52 North Sichuan Road
The Athena Theatre 申江大戲院: Yunnan Road and Beihai Road
The Carlton Theatre 卡爾登影戲院: Park Road and Bubbling Well Road
The Capital Theatre 光陸大戲院: Museum Road and Soochow Road
The Lyric Theatre 金城大戲院: Beijing Road and Guizhou Road
The Lyceum Theatre 蘭心大戲院: Rue Bourgeat and Route Cardinal Mercier
The Nanking Theatre 南京大戲院: 523 Avenue Edward VII
The Olympic Theatre 夏令配克 (renamed as Embassy in October 1926): Bubbling Well Road and Carter Road
The Palace Theatre 中央大戲院: Yunnan Road and Beihai Road
The Paris Garden Open-air Theatre 巴黎花園露天電影場: Jessfield Park
The Star Theatre 明星大戲院: Park Road and Qingdao Road
The Strand Theatre 新光大戲院: 276 Rue de Ningpoo

1 The standard histories and reference books include ZDFZS, YHWZ, YHYZ, and ZZDY.
Ai yu si 愛與死 (Love and Death), 9 r
Dir: 程步高
Scr: 于定勳
Ph: 王士珍
Cast: 高倩蘋，朱秋痕，鄭小秋
Premiere: Paris Garden, 13 Aug. 1932

Aiqing yu huangjin 愛情與黃金 (Love and Gold), 9 r
Dir: 張石川，洪深
Ass. Dir: 程樹仁，馬徐維邦
Scr: 洪深
Ph: 程樹仁
Cast: 張織雲，丁子明，肖英，李時苑，肖養素，馬徐維邦，鄭正秋，洪深，王夢石，周履安
Premiere: Palace, 28 Dec. 1926

Airen de xue 愛人的血 (Lover's Blood), 10 r
Dir: 程步高
Scr: 夏赤鳳
Ph: 周克
Cast: 鄭小秋，胡蝶，龔稼農，黃君甫，譚志遠
Premiere: Palace, 19 Oct. 1929

Baba ai mama 爸爸愛媽媽 (Dad Loves Mom), 10 r
Dir: 程步高
Scr: 洪深
Ph: 周克
Cast: 胡蝶，龔稼農，夏佩珍，高占非
Premiere: Palace, 27 Dec. 1929

Baiyun ta 白雲塔 (White Cloud Pagoda), 20 r (2 episodes), BF
Dir: 張石川，鄭正秋
Scr: 鄭正秋
Original: Baiyun ta (Chen Lengxue 陳冷血)
Ph: 董克毅
Cast: 胡蝶，阮玲玉，朱飛，鄭小秋，湯傑，王夢石，黃君甫，王吉亭，趙靜霞
Premiere: Palace, 11 Apr. 1928